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In this paper, methods for embedding additive digital watermarksinto uncompressed and compressed video sequences are presented.The basic principle borrows from spread spectrum communications.It consists of addition of an encrypted, pseudo-noise signal to thevideo that is invisible, statistically unobtrusive, and robust againstmanipulations. For practical applications, watermarking schemesoperating on compressed video are desirable. A method for wa-termarking of MPEG-2 encoded video is presented. The scheme isa compatible extension of the scheme operating on uncompressedvideo. The watermark is generated exactly in the same manneras for uncompressed video, transformed using the discrete cosinetransform (DCT) and embedded into the MPEG-2 bitstream with-out increasing the bit-rate. The watermark can be retrieved fromthe decoded video and without knowledge of the original, unwater-marked video. Although an existing MPEG-2 bitstream is partlyaltered, the scheme avoids visible artifacts by addition of a driftcompensation signal. The proposed method is robust and of muchlower complexity than a complete decoding process followed bywatermarking in the pixel domain and re-encoding. Fast imple-mentations exist which have a complexity comparable to a videodecoder. Experimental results are given. The scheme is also ap-plicable to other hybrid transform coding schemes like MPEG-1,MPEG-4, H.261, and H.263.Key words: digital watermarking, copyright protection,compressed video, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, DVDPreprint submitted to Elsevier Preprint
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1 IntroductionWith the advent of digital video, issues of copyright protection have becomemore important, since the duplication of digital video signals does not resultin the inherent decrease in quality su�ered by analog video. A method ofcopyright protection is the addition of a \watermark" to the video signal. Thewatermark is a digital code embedded in the video which can be used for theembedded transmission of binary information and which typically indicatesthe copyright owner. If di�erent watermarks are applied to individual copiesof the video, watermarking can also be used to indicate the identity of thelegal receiver of each copy. This allows illegally reproduced copies to be tracedback to the receiver from which they originated, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Principle of individual video watermarking.The idea of watermarking is in fact very old: methods for embedding invis-ible information which can be used to distinguish di�erent copies of writtenor printed documents have been used by secret services and agents for cen-turies, only that this art was called \steganography". For formatted digitaltext documents, the idea was revived in 1994 by Brassil et al. [1]. Even be-fore, Caronni had worked on �rst methods for embedding invisible informa-tion into digital images [2,3]. Subsequent publications deal with embeddingwatermarks (in some publications also called \label" or \signature") into au-dio [4], uncompressed digital images [5{10], JPEG-compressed digital images[5], uncompressed digital video [11], compressed digital video [11{13], and 3Dpolygonal models [14]. In some publications it is also proposed to place visiblewatermarks in images [15]. A very complete overview over the development ofwatermarking is given in [16].For digital watermarking of video, a number of di�erent characteristics of thewatermarking process and the watermark are desirable. These requirements2
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are{ Invisibility: The digital watermark embedded into the video data shouldbe invisible to the human observer.{ Security: Unauthorized removal of the watermark must be impossible onceit has been embedded, even if the basic scheme used for watermarking isknown, as long as the exact parameters are unknown.{ Robustness: It should be impossible to manipulate the watermark byintentional or unintentional operations on the uncompressed or compressedvideo without, at the same time, degrading the perceived quality of the videoto the point of signi�cantly reducing its commercial value. Such operationsare, for example, addition of signals, �ltering, cropping, encoding, or analogrecording and playback.{ Complexity: Watermarking and watermark retrieval should in princi-ple have low complexity. Di�erent applications do, however, pose di�erentrequirements on complexity. If watermarking is used for audit trail, eachreceiver has to retrieve the watermark, and watermark retrieval should beeasy. If watermarking is used for embedding individual receiver identity la-bels, watermarking is performed on a large number of distributed videosequences, while watermark retrieval occurs only in cases where possiblecopyright violations have to be investigated. While the retrieval operationmay be more complex in order to account for all possible kinds of attackson the watermark, watermarking should be of low complexity in such cases.{ Compressed domain processing: It can be assumed that the distributoror broadcaster of digital video will usually store the video in compressedformat, for example on a video-on-demand server, or a World Wide Webserver. Referring to the above complexity requirement, it should be possibleto incorporate the watermark into the compressed video (the bitstream),because� it is too complex and not feasible to decode and re-encode the video forwatermarking� the quality of decoded and re-encoded video can in general not be guar-anteed.{ Constant bit-rate: Watermarking in the bitstream domain should notincrease the bit-rate, at least for constant bit-rate applications where trans-mission channel bandwidth has to be obeyed.{ Interoperability: Even though many applications call for watermark-ing of compressed video, it would be a desirable property if uncompressedvideo could compatibly be watermarked without having to encode it �rst,as shown in Fig. 2.Applications for watermarking methods with the listed speci�cations arisewhere multiple copies of video data are distributed and where it is feasibleto process them in order to embed watermarks. Examples are point-to-pointdistribution of compressed digital video over the Internet, production of digital3
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embeddingFig. 2. Interoperability of watermarking in the uncoded and coded domain.video tapes and digital video discs (DVD) where each copy can get an ownidentity [17], or pay-per-view television broadcasting where the video signalis individually watermarked for each receiver [18]. In the latter application,the receiver would typically have a set-top box or similar apparatus whichincorporates conditional access (decryption) and video decoding. For this typeof applications, watermarking might be carried out in the set-top box at thereceiver, in order to move the complexity connected with watermarking froma central video server to distributed set-top boxes, as shown in Figure 3.
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unauthorized copyFig. 3. Broadcasting of video with individual watermark embedding at the receiverside.This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a straightforward method forspread spectrum watermarking of uncompressed video is presented. In section3, an algorithm for watermarking of compressed video is introduced which iscompatible with the presented watermarking method for uncompressed video.After the basic principle is shown in subsection 3.1, it is explained, in subsec-tion 3.2, how visible artifacts in the watermarked video can be avoided whichmight otherwise occur due to the recursive structure of hybrid video coding.In 3.3, fast algorithms are presented which make the scheme feasible for prac-tical applications. Experimental results are given in section 4 con�rming theperformance and applicability of the presented schemes. Conclusions are givenin section 5. 4
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2 Spread Spectrum Watermarking of Uncompressed VideoSpread spectrum communication schemes transmit a narrow-band signal viaa wide-band channel by frequency spreading [19]. For watermarking, ideasfrom spread spectrum communications are highly applicable: a narrow-bandsignal (the watermark) has to be transmitted via a wide-band channel withinterference (the image or video signal). Speci�cally, the idea of direct sequencespread spectrum communication can be adopted for watermarking of video ina similar fashion as in [8], as explained in the following.2.1 Embedding of the WatermarkOften, a video sequence is regarded as a three-dimensional signal with twodimensions in space and one dimension in time. For our purposes however, weregard the video signal as a one-dimensional signal acquired by line-scanning,as depicted in Fig. 4.
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M pixelsFig. 4. Line scan of a video signalLet us denote aj; aj 2 f�1; 1g; j 2 N (1)a sequence of watermark bits that has to be embedded into the video stream.This discrete signal is spread by a large factor cr, called the chip-rate, toobtain the spread sequencebi = aj; j � cr � i < (j + 1) � cr; i 2 N (2)The purpose of spreading is to add redundancy by embedding one bit of infor-mation into cr pixels of the video signal. The spread sequence bi is ampli�ed5
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with a locally adjustable amplitude factor �i � 0 and is then modulated by abinary pseudo-noise sequencepi; pi 2 f�1; 1g; i 2 N (3)which serves for frequency spreading [19]. The modulated signal, i.e. the spreadspectrum watermark wi = �i � bi � pi; i 2 N (4)is added to the line-scanned digital video signal vi yielding the watermarkedvideo signal ~vi = vi + �i � bi � pi; i 2 N (5)which must be re-arranged into a matrix for display. Due to the noisy nature ofthe pseudo-noise signal pi, the watermark signal wi is also a noise-like signaland thus di�cult to detect, locate, and manipulate. Figure 5 visualizes theprinciple of watermark embedding with help of an example.
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watermark signalFig. 5. Visualization of watermark embeddingFor simplicity, a binary pseudo-noise sequences is assumed in (3). There existin�nitely many such sequences. Such sequences can for example be generatedby feed-back shift registers producing m-sequences, any other random numbergenerator, or by chaotic physical processes [20]. Since the pseudo-noise signalis the secret key for embedding and retrieval of the watermark, and for securityreasons, sequences should be used that are not easy to guess (like short m-sequences are). 6
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Non-binary, e.g. Gaussian, pseudo-noise sequences are also possible withoutother modi�cations of the scheme.Di�erent pseudo-noise sequences are in general orthogonal to each other anddo not signi�cantly interfere [21]. Thus, several watermarks can be superim-posed, if di�erent pseudo-noise sequences are used for modulation. They canbe retrieved in arbitrary order and independently from each other.The amplitude factor �i may be varied according to local properties of thevideo signal and can be used to exploit spatial and temporal masking phenom-ena of the human visual system [22] such that the amplitude of the watermarkis locally as large as possible without becoming visible. More watermark infor-mation can be embedded in areas of the video frames where it is less visible, forexample in areas containing �ne detail, or in the video frames following scenecuts. In image watermarking, such psychovisual models are often adopted inorder to accommodate a maximum of information into a single picture [23,24].For video watermarking, the watermark data rate that can be achieved with aconstant, low amplitude is high enough for many applications. In this cases, itis not necessary or appropriate to use a psychovisual model, since such modelsare often prohibitively complex.2.2 Retrieval of the WatermarkAuthorized recovery of the hidden information is easily accomplished, evenwithout knowledge of the original, unwatermarked signal, by means of a cor-relation receiver. Prior to the correlation step, the input signal, i.e. the water-marked video sequence ~v, is highpass �ltered, yielding a �ltered watermarkedvideo signal �~v. The purpose of the �ltering operation is to separate and re-move major components of the video signal itself. The �lter may be a one-dimensional or two-dimensional adaptive or non-adaptive �lter. We have, forexample, used a non-adaptive 3� 3 highpass �lter. Filtering is not necessary,but improves the performance of the overall watermarking system, because itreduces cross-talk between watermark signal and video signal. The second stepis demodulation, i.e. multiplication of the �ltered watermarked video signalwith the same pseudo-noise signal pi that was used for embedding, followed bysummation over the window for each embedded bit, yielding the correlationsum sj for the j'th information bit:sj = (j+1)�cr�1Xi=j�cr pi � �~vi = (j+1)�cr�1Xi=j�cr pi � �vi| {z }�1 + (j+1)�cr�1Xi=j�cr pi � pi � �i � bi| {z }�2 (6)7
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where the two terms �1 and �2 describe the contributions to the correlationsum from the �ltered video signal and the �ltered watermark signal, respec-tively. Before (6) is examined in more detail in section 2.3, let us �rst assumethat the sum �1 is zero, that means the video signal has been �ltered out in�~v, and that pi � �i � bi � pi � �i � bi, that means that the highpass �ltering hasnegligible inuence on the white pseudo-noise watermark signal. Under theseassumptions, the correlation sum becomessj = �1 + �2 � (j+1)�cr�1Xi=j�cr p2i � �i � bi = aj � �2p � cr �mean(�i); (7)where �2p is the variance of the pseudo-noise sequence. Thus, the sign of thecorrelation sum is just the embedded information bitsign(sj) = sign(aj � �2p � cr �mean(�i)| {z }>0 ) = sign(aj) = aj (8)so that the embedded information can be retrieved losslessly. (8) means thatthe transmitted bit was a +1 if the correlation between the video signal withembedded watermark containing the current bit and the pseudo-noise signalis positive. If the correlation is negative, the transmitted bit was a �1.If the wrong pseudo-noise sequence is used, or if it is not in synchronizationwith the pseudo-noise sequence as used for embedding, the scheme does notwork, and the recovered bits are random. Thus, the watermark decoder hasto know the pseudo-noise sequence and its possible shift. If the pseudo-noisesequence is known, but its shift is unknown, synchronization can be found bymeans of a sliding correlator: all possible shifts are experimentally applied, andthe right shift is found, if the modi�ed correlation sum is signi�cantly largerthan for all other shifts. However, �nding the correlation is cumbersome andcomplex, especially for pseudo-noise sequences with a very large cycle.The recovery of the embedded information, as described, does not requirethe unwatermarked original signal. However, the recovery of the embeddedinformation is more robust, if the original, unwatermarked signal is known,and can be subtracted before demodulation instead of the �ltering operation,because the subtraction removes all interference between the video signal itselfand the embedded watermark. 8
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type of �lter mean and varianceof �v�v = 0 ��v = 0(video signal removed) �2�v = 0�v obtained by ��v = 03� 3 highpass �ltering �2�v = : : :900�v = v ��v = 127:5(no �ltering) �2�v = 5461:2Table 1Typical variances for the �ltered video signal.2.3 Performance and RobustnessWhile the assumption that the highpass �ltering has small inuence on thepseudo-noise watermark signal is true for appropriate �lters with su�cientlynarrow stop-band, the assumption that �1 is zero is in general not true, be-cause some energy of the video signal remains in the �ltered watermarkedvideo signal. Thus, we have to consider the inuence of �1 which leads tooccasional bit errors. A bit error occurs if sign(�1 + �2) 6= sign(�2), that is,if sign(�1) 6= sign(�2) and j �1 j>j �2 j. In the following, the probability forthis to happen is estimated, depending on the parameters used (chip-rate cr,amplitude ampli�cation �i, variance of the spreading pseudo-noise function�2p), the properties of the �ltered video signal �v and the properties of videosignals in general. The properties of the �ltered video signal �v depend on the�lter used. Typical values for mean and variance of �v are listed in Table 1. Inthe sum �1 describing the distortion term of the correlation sum, the �lteredvideo signal is multiplied with the PN sequence p having mean �p = 0 andvariance �2p. The product has mean �p�v = 0 and variance �2p�v = �2p � (�2�v + �2�v).In the sum �1, the product p�v is summed cr times. Thus, according to thecentral limit theorem [25], the probability density function of the sum ap-proaches a normal distribution with mean ��1 = cr �p�v = 0 and variance�2�1 = cr ��2p�v = cr ��2p � (�2�v+�2�v). A bit error occurs if the current informationbit is a +1 and �1 < ��2p � cr � mean(�i), or if the current information bitis a �1 and �1 > �2p � cr �mean(�i). Since �1 can be described by a normaldistribution, the bit error rate isBER= probability(�1 > �2p � cr �mean(�i)) (9)= 1p2���1 1Z�2p�cr�mean(�i) exp �t22�2�1 ! dt (10)9
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chip rate ampli�ca- PN vari- used �lter estimated measuredcr tion mean(�i) ance �2p BER BER1000 1 1 no �ltering 0.415 0.41210000 3 1 no �ltering 0.021 0.01850000 4 1 no �ltering 7:2� 10�10 � 0y1000 1 1 3� 3 HP �lter 0.146 4:8� 10�21000 2 1 3� 3 HP �lter 1:8� 10�2 8:1� 10�31000 3 1 3� 3 HP �lter 7:8� 10�4 5:5� 10�45000 1 1 3� 3 HP �lter 9:2� 10�3 5:1� 10�35000 2 1 3� 3 HP �lter 1:2� 10�6 � 0y10000 3 1 3� 3 HP �lter 7:6� 10�24 � 0y10000 4 1 3� 3 HP �lter 7:4� 10�41 � 0y> 0 > 0 > 0 �v = 0 (v removed) 0 � 0yTable 2Examples of estimated and measured bit error rates for embedded watermarks. (y:no bit errors observed for a watermark of length 10000 bit.)= 1p2���1r�2��1erfc �2p � cr �mean(�i)p2 � ��1 ! (11)and �nally BER = 12 erfc0@�p � pcr �mean(�i)p2 �q�2�v + �2�v 1A : (12)At the same time, the data rate RWM for the watermark isRWM = number of luminance pixels per secondcr (13)Increase of chip-rate cr, average amplitudemean(�i), or variance of the pseudo-noise signal �p decrease the bit error rate; using a poor �lter which does notremove the video signal from the watermarked video signal very well increasesthe bit error rate. Table 2 gives a few examples for parameters used and theresulting bit error rates. It can be seen that bit error rates below 10�10 caneasily be accomplished. A good choice of parameters is for example cr = 2400,mean(�i) = 3, �2p = 1 and using a 3 � 3 highpass �lter, resulting in a bit er-ror rate of approximately 5� 10�7 and a watermark data rate of RWM = 528byte/s for NTSC video. The theoretically acquired bit error rate estimates were10
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con�rmed by experimental results. The measured bit error rates are displayedin the right column of Table 2. However, these estimations and experimentsare valid only for embedding of watermarks into uncompressed video, and donot include the e�ects of malicious attacks on the watermarks. If a desiredbit error rate has to be maintained in the presence of attacks, the argumentof (12) has to be increased by a heuristic safety factor which depends on thetype and severeness of attacks the watermark has to resist. This is easily ac-complished by increasing chip-rate cr and/or amplitude �i. However, increaseof cr reduces the data rate for the watermark information, i.e. the numberof information bits per second that can be embedded into the video. If thisdone appropriately, the embedded watermark is robust against intentional andunintentional operations on the watermarked signal, e.g. �ltering, addition ofan o�set, addition of white, colored or impulse noise, cropping, quantizationin spatial or frequency domain, compression, and others. The robustness is aconsequence of the fact that each bit of information to be embedded is spreadover a large number of pixels.Figure 6 gives a visual impression of some example attacks on a watermarkedvideo that the watermark survived. The depicted attacks are attacks on the
Fig. 6. Details of a video sequence attacked by di�erent approaches. The watermarksurvived all those attacks. Left: blockwise DCT compression; middle: addition ofGaussian and impulse noise and an o�set, right: lowpass �ltering.pixel level. More cumbersome to circumvent are attacks which try to destroycorrelation between the embedded watermark and the original pseudo-noisesequence, for example by removing single pixels, lines or frames from the video,by rotation or by a�ne transformation of the video frames. In those cases, theretrieval of the watermark looses synchronization. Countermeasures are for ex-ample tracking of the correlation, and re-synchronization by means of a slidingcorrelator in cases of synchronicity loss, or blockwise hierarchical correlationsimilar to hierarchical block-matching [26]. This may be complex in real ap-plications, but since this type of attack only attempts to hide the watermark,and not to remove or destroy it, it is always possible to re-synchronize andretrieve the watermark, if enough e�ort is put into it.11
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With decreasing chip-rate, single bits of the watermark information may even-tually be decoded incorrectly, according to (12). The use of an error-correctingcode in order to protect the information bits can help to lower the minimumchip-rate, and to increase the bit-rate of the watermark information. Addi-tional gain is possible, if an error correcting code with soft-bit decision [27] isused, rather than the hard-bit decision of (8).3 Spread Spectrum Watermarking of Compressed VideoIn practical video storage and distribution systems, the video sequences arestored and transmitted in compressed format. In this case, if di�erent copieshave to be watermarked with individual watermarks, decoding, watermarkingin the pixel domain and re-encoding is not feasible, for the reasons statedin section 1. Thus, if di�erent watermarks have to be embedded into di�er-ent copies of a video sequence, it must obviously be done by operations onthe compressed video. After the watermark is embedded, the watermarkedvideo is distributed and possibly decoded. The watermark must persist inthe decoded video and must be retrievable from the decoded video. In thefollowing, a scheme for watermarking of compressed video is presented thatful�lls the mentioned requirements. The scheme is fully compatible with thescheme of section 2 operating in the pixel domain. This means, a watermarkcan either be embedded into the uncompressed (with the scheme of section2) or compressed video (with the scheme of section 3), and can be retrievedfrom the decompressed video (with the scheme of section 2.2). The schemefor compressed-domain embedding can be also applied to embed any otheradditive watermark signal into compressed video.3.1 PrincipleAll current international standards for video compression, namely MPEG-1,MPEG-2, the baseline mode of MPEG-4, ITU-T H.261, and ITU-T H.263,are hybrid coding schemes. Such schemes are based on the principles of mo-tion compensated prediction and block-based transform coding. The trans-form used is always the discrete cosine transform (DCT), except for non-rectangular border blocks of MPEG-4 video objects, where it is its derivative,the shape-adaptive DCT (SA-DCT) [28]. In the following, we refer speci�callyto MPEG-2 compression. However, the ideas presented here apply to all otherhybrid coding schemes as well. Figure 7 shows a generic block diagram of ahybrid coding scheme. Intra-coded frames (in MPEG-2 terminology: I-frames)are split into blocks of 8 by 8 pixels which are compressed using the DCT,quantization (Q), zig-zag-scan, run-level-coding and entropy coding (VLC).12
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(iii) For each block of 8� 8 pixels coded in the bitstream, the corresponding8� 8-block of the watermark signal is transformed using the DCT.(iv) The 8 � 8-block of the video signal as coded in the bitstream and the8 � 8-block of the watermark signal are added in the DCT domain, andthe resulting watermarked 8� 8-block is encoded and written to the newbitstream.(v) All other parts of the compressed bitstream are simply copied to the newbitstream.Figure 9 shows the corresponding generic block diagram. On the left side, the
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Fig. 9. Generic scheme for watermarking of compressed videoincoming MPEG-2 bitstream is split into header and side information, motionvectors and DCT encoded signal blocks. Only the latter part of the bitstreamis altered; motion vectors and header/side information remain untouched andare copied to the watermarked MPEG-2 bitstream. While other researchersrecently proposed to use the motion vectors for watermarking [29], it still hasto be proven that such watermarks are persistent after decompression (wherethe motion information is not present any more). The DCT encoded signalblocks are represented by a sequence of Hu�man codes, each representing one(run,level)-pair and, thus, one non-zero DCT coe�cient of the current signalblock (a special case is the DC coe�cient of each block which is encoded dif-ferentially to the DC coe�cient of the previous block, and with a �xed-lengthcode). Each incoming Hu�man code word is decoded (EC�1) and inverselyquantized (Q�1), yielding one quantized DCT coe�cient of the current signalblock. We add the corresponding DCT coe�cient from the transformed wa-termark block, yielding one watermarked DCT coe�cient. We then quantize(Q) and Hu�man encode (EC) the watermarked coe�cient, together with itspreceding run of zero coe�cients. We compare the number n1 of bits for thenew Hu�man codeword with the number of bits n0 for the old, unwatermarkedcoe�cient. If we do not want to increase the bit-rate of the video bitstream, weonly transmit the watermarked coe�cient if n1 � n0. Otherwise, we transmitthe unwatermarked DCT coe�cient and cannot embed the watermark intothis DCT coe�cient. Since we embed one bit of watermark information into14
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many pixels and thus many DCT coe�cients, we can discard some of themas long as there are enough DCT coe�cients of the video left that are water-marked. The algorithm as described and depicted in Figure 9 applies to ACcoe�cients of intra and inter blocks. DC coe�cients of intra blocks are alwaysencoded with a �xed number of bits and are always watermarked. Thus, as a\worst case", the watermark can be embedded into the DC coe�cients of intrablocks. If necessary, we can increase the spreading factor, increasing the ro-bustness to the desired level, but at the same time decreasing the data rate forthe watermark. We should note that only existing (non-zero) DCT coe�cientsof the input bitstream are used for watermarking. Among the non-zero coef-�cients, only those are really watermarked that do not increase the bit-rate.Typically, around 10� 20% of the DCT coe�cients are altered, depending ongroup-of-pictures structure, bit-rate, and the video sequence. An interestingimplication of the fact that only existing (non-zero) DCT coe�cients of theinput bitstream are watermarked is that the embedded watermark dependson the image signal. In areas where only low spatial frequencies are in the en-coded signal, the watermark can contain only low-frequency components, too.This complies with human vision: more watermark signal energy is embeddedwhere it is less visible.3.2 Drift CompensationMotion-compensated hybrid coding is a recursive scheme. For intra-codedframes, the mean of each signal block is predicted from previous blocks ofthe frame. For inter-coded frames, motion compensated predictions from pre-vious frames are used to reconstruct the current frame, which itself may serveas a reference for future predictions, and so on. Once a degradation occurs inthe video sequence, it may propagate in time, and even spread in space [30].Adding a watermark is such a degradation. Even worse, the e�ects of water-marks from di�erent frames can accumulate. Therefore, a drift compensationsignal has to be added besides the watermark signal that compensates forwatermark signals from previous frames, as shown in Fig. 10. The signal thathas to be added is exactly the di�erence of the predictions made at coder anddecoder. This idea is similarly known in the context of trans-coding of MPEGbitstreams [31]. Figure 11 shows an according extension of the presented wa-termarking scheme with calculation of the drift compensation signal as thedi�erence of the (motion compensated) predictions from the unwatermarkedbitstream (left MC prediction block) and the watermarked bitstream (rightMC prediction block). If no watermark is embedded, watermarked and unwa-termarked bitstreams are the same, the predictions made from them are thesame, and the drift compensation signal is zero. If a watermark is embeddedinto frame k, yielding frame k0, and frame k + 1 uses frame k0 for motioncompensated prediction, then the watermark from frame k0 can be found in15
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Fig. 12. Simpli�ed scheme for watermarking of compressed video with drift com-pensation.improvement seems possible, if the MC is done in the DCT domain and theforward and inverse cosine transforms in the motion compensation (MC) loopcan be omitted. Assun�c~ao and Ghanbari have presented such DCT domainMC techniques which o�er computational savings up to 81 % [31]. Figure 13shows the according, fast watermarking scheme incorporating all speed-upsmentioned. Additional complexity savings can be achieved if the watermarksignal is directly generated in the DCT domain and inversely transformed bythe IDCT only if the watermark has to be retrieved from a decoded versionof the video sequence. However, this is not compatible with the schemes asdepicted before.A speed limiting factor of all fast implementations is that the bitstream tobe watermarked has at least to be parsed, that means the bitstream has atto be continuously split into its components like header information, motionvector information, and others. We found that parsing of the bitstream aloneconsumes roughly one third to one half of the execution time of an H.263 orMPEG-2 video decoder. Some operations that a decoder has to perform are notnecessary for watermarking, namely reconstruction and display of the decodedimages, including IDCT operations. On the other hand, there are additionaloperations needed for watermarking. Especially DCT of the watermark signal,Hu�man decoding and encoding, and the motion compensation loop are themost demanding tasks. Thus, the overall complexity of fast watermarkingschemes for compressed video is typically in the same magnitude as for adecoder. As real-time decoders become feasible in low-cost integrated circuits,so does watermarking of compressed video.17
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Fig. 13. Further simpli�ed scheme for watermarking of compressed video with driftcompensation using DCT-domain motion compensation.3.4 Performance and RobustnessThe bit error rate (BER) of the described scheme for compressed-domainembedding can be estimated using the results of section 2.3. However, theequation for the BER (12) has to be modi�ed, taking into account that onlya fraction of the watermark can in fact be embedded, due to the additionalconstraints for compressed-domain embedding. We denote this by a factor �that is an embedding e�ciency and gives the relation between average ampli-tude of the watermark before embedding and average amplitude of the reallyembedded watermark:BER = 12 erfc0@ � �p � pcr �mean(�i)p2 �q�2�v + �2�v 1A : (14)Thus, 0 � � � 1, where � = 1 means the entire watermark can be embeddedin the compressed domain, and � = 0 means nothing can be embedded at all.� depends mainly on the average amplitude of the watermark and the bit-rateof the compressed video, but also on the GOP structure, the sequence, thedrift compensation, the allowed excess in bit-rate of the watermarked videosequence compared to the unwatermarked sequence (if any), and implementa-tion details. It does, however, not depend on the chip-rate. Table 3 gives somemeasured values for � depending on average amplitude mean(�i) and bit-rateof the compressed ITU-R 601 video sequences. For the simulations, 36 framesof the sequences \Football" and \Flowergarden" were used. No increase of the18
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bit-rate of video sequence (Mbits )2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91 0.0268 0.0275 0.0287 0.0274 0.0297 0.0311 0.0306 0.03192 0.0135 0.0139 0.0143 0.0141 0.0156 0.0170 0.0179 0.0202watermark 3 0.0090 0.0094 0.0100 0.0106 0.0126 0.0151 0.0175 0.0215amplitude 4 0.0067 0.0074 0.0082 0.0096 0.0127 0.0164 0.0207 0.02685 0.0055 0.0063 0.0076 0.0101 0.0140 0.0194 0.0251 0.03206 0.0048 0.0057 0.0076 0.0110 0.0160 0.0223 0.0290 0.0365Table 3Measured values of � depending on watermark amplitude and bit-rate.bit-rate through watermarking was allowed. If it is allowed that the bit-rate ofthe compressed sequence increases during watermarking, the values for � arehigher.An an example, consider the following parameters: if we attempt to embeda watermark into an ITU-R 601 video sequence compressed at 7Mbits , andthe watermark has a constant amplitude of 5 (of which only a fraction isembedded), then � � 0:0194, according to Table 3. If we further use a bi-nary PN signal with variance 1 for spreading, and the chip-rate is chosen to633; 600 (such that the watermark data rate RWM is approximately 2 bytesper second), then the compressed domain embedding scheme would embedthe watermark with an estimated bit error rate of 5� 10�3, according to (14).Measured results con�rm the estimated bit error rates according to (14). Theresults of Table 3 and the example indicate that the watermark data rates forcompressed domain embedding are signi�cantly lower than for uncompresseddomain embedding and do not exceed a few bytes per second. However, this issu�cient for a lot of envisaged applications [17,18]. Also, the bit error rate ofthe transmitted bits can be decreased by protecting the watermark bits withan error correcting code.4 Experimental resultsThe schemes of Figs. 11 and 12 have been implemented and were used toobtain experimental con�rmation of the applicability and robustness of thepresented watermarking method. 19
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4.1 Bit Error Rates of Embedded WatermarksThe average measured bit error rates for embedded watermarks con�rm theresults according to the bit error rate estimates given in (12), for uncompresseddomain watermarking, and (14), for compressed domain watermarking. It can,however, be noticed that the bit error rates strongly depend on the sequencecontents. For sequences with translatory motion, like the \Flowergarden" se-quence, less bit-rate is spent for DCT encoding of the error signal, and, thus,the bit error rate of the watermark is typically higher than for sequences witha lot of non-translatory content changes.4.2 Characteristics of Embedded WatermarksFigure 14 gives an impression of the structure of a watermark embedded intoa compressed video frame. On top, a MPEG-2 encoded video frame (NTSCresolution, coded at 8 Mbit/s) is displayed. Below, the watermark (amplitude5, ampli�ed for display) is shown. Third, the actually embedded watermark isshown. Due to the compressed domain constraints, only a fraction of the wa-termark DCT coe�cients could be embedded, which clearly show up as DCTbasis functions. The watermark is strongly dependent on the image contents.As was pointed out in section 3.1, and similarly by O'Ruanaidh et al. [9],this complies with human vision. At the bottom, the watermarked frame isdisplayed.4.3 Quality of Watermarked Compressed Video - Visual ImpressionFigure 15 shows another example frame from a video sequence. On top, theoriginal frame without compression and a detail are displayed. In the middle,the same frame after MPEG-2 encoding and decoding and without an embed-ded watermark is displayed. At the bottom �nally the compressed frame withan embedded watermark is displayed. As can be seen, the watermark resultsin slightly changed pixel amplitudes which are however not visible except indirect comparison to the unwatermarked image. With appropriate parameters,embedded watermarks are not or only hardly visible.4.4 ComplexityThe complexity of the schemes according to Figs. 11 and 12, as shown in Fig.16, is much lower than the complexity of decoding plus watermarking in the20
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pixel domain (which is not considered here) plus re-encoding. For comparisonpurposes, the complexity of decoding alone is also given. While the absolutecomputation times (acquired on a SUN SPARCstation 20) are of transientinterest, the relation between the computation times, especially between de-coding plus re-encoding vs. compressed-domain watermarking, indicate theadvantages of compressed-domain watermarking when the material to be wa-termarked is compressed.5 ConclusionsIn this paper, a scheme for additive spread-spectrum watermarking of videohas been presented. Furthermore, a new scheme for watermarking of MPEG-2 compressed video in the bitstream domain has been presented. Working onencoded rather than on unencoded video is important for practical watermark-ing applications. The basic idea is embedding the watermark in the transformdomain as represented in the entropy coded DCT coe�cients. We have ap-plied the method as a compatible extension of our watermarking method foruncompressed video, but it can in fact embed any additive signal. Althoughan existing MPEG-2 bitstream is partly altered, the scheme avoids visibleartifacts by addition of a drift compensation signal. The watermark can beretrieved from the decoded sequence and without knowledge of the original.With appropriate parameters, the watermarking scheme in the MPEG-2 bit-stream domain can achieve data rates for the watermark of a few bytes/secondfor ITU-R 601 format video while being robust against friendly or hostile ma-nipulations. The complexity of the scheme is comparable to MPEG decoding.The principle can also be applied to other hybrid coding schemes, such asMPEG-1, MPEG-4, ITU-T H.261, or ITU-T H.263.References[1] J. Brassil, S. Low, N. Maxemchuk, and L. O'Gorman. Electronic marking andidenti�cation techniques to discourage document copying. In Proceedings IEEEInfocom '94, pages pp. 1278 { 1287, 1994.[2] G. Caronni. Ermitteln unauthorisierter Verteiler von maschinenlesbaren Daten.Technical report, ETH Z�urich, Switzerland, August 1993.[3] G. Caronni. Assuring ownership rights for digital images. In Proceedings VIS95, Session \Reliable IT Systems". Vieweg, 1995.[4] L. Boney, A.H. Tew�k, and K.H. Hamdy. Digital watermarks for audio signals.In Proceedings EUSIPCO 1996, Trieste, Italy, September 1996.21
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Fig. 14. Example of watermark embedding. Top: MPEG-2 coded frame (NTSCresolution) without watermark, second: watermark generated in the pixel domain(ampli�ed for display), third: actually embedded version of the watermark (ampli�edfor display), bottom: MPEG-2 coded and watermarked frame.24
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Fig. 15. Example for compressed-domain watermarking. Top: uncoded frame (se-quence \table tennis", CIF resolution), middle: MPEG-2 coded frame (2 Mbit/s)without watermark, bottom: the same MPEG-2 coded frame with embedded wa-termark (watermark amplitude 4). 25
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